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lriO.I-E:ll'he candidates are required to atte[rpt fir'o tluestions eacll from Section A & l] crtl'rriil1

;l nrarlis c:rch ,ln(l entire Section C consisting ol'5 short answe r t1'pe questions carrf ing

2 rnitrks eaclt.

SECTION _ A

l. (a) What are transition elements? Why transition metals give coloured and

paramagnetic ions?

(b) The first ionisation energy od copper is higher than that of alkali metals

while second ionisation energy is lower. Explain. (2)

li. Explain o'imeric structure of chromium(li)aceiaie mc.noitrydrate

[Crz(CHgCOO)o] .2H2O and compare it with that of Cu(ll) acetate

monohydrate.

lll. (a) Chemistry of all lanthanides is so identical. Explain. (2)

. (b) How lanthanide ions are separated by ion exchange method? (2)

lV. (a) La, Gd and Lu show only +3 oxidation state whereas other lanthanides

exhibit +2 and +4 oxidation states. Why? (2\

(b) Describe oxidising character of KMnO4 in acidic, basic cnd neutral

medium.

SECTION _ B

(2)

(4)

(2)

V. (a) Discuss the stereochemistry of complexes of second and third transition

series in comparison of first transition series. (2)

(b) Desci'ibe the sti"uciui'e of iv1o2(OOCR)a. Ql
VI. (a) Compare the first transition series with respect to second and third

transition series in relation with following properties:

(i) Oxidation state (ii) Magnetic properties

(b) Why do elements of second and third transition series resemble each

other much more closely than they resemble the first row? (1)

Vll. (a) What are transuranic elements? Give two examples. (2)

(b) What is actinide contraction?

Vlll. Discuss the chemistry of separation of Neptunium, Plutonium and

(3)

(2)

Americium from U ranium. (4)
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SECT|ON _ C

,,., , ,', -at ls Prussian blue? t-to*, it is p[e parec? D scuss ri S Sr'-::-::,
,0,, ,'. -. anthanides are called rare earth elements?

(cr C-: ri -uil)and Au(lll) which undergoes disproportionation and why?

(dt La'"rt"rarices don't form oxocations. Explain.

(e) Discuss n-]agnetic properties of actinides. (2x5)


